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Top: Terry Rifle, 33” Barrel with bayonet bar on barrel.   Lower:  Terry Carbine, 21” barrel with sling swivels for foot use. 

The basic patent Terry design resulted in its acceptance and War Office approval on 13th. November 1860, for an arm to issue 
to cavalry, and was a distinct departure from his previous submission. Its calibre was .539 (30 bore) with a barrel length of 21 
inches from nipple to muzzle, with five groove rifling, making one turn in 36 inches. Its overall length was 3 feet 1.5 inches 
with the barrel being retained to the stock by an action screw, barrel band and a flat wedge. An overall weight of 6 pounds 4 
ounces is recorded for this arm. A side bar and sliding ring of standard cavalry pattern was fitted to the left hand side of the 
stock replacing the side cups. A ladder back sight, designed by Colonel Dixon, and graduated to 500 yards, replaced the 
previous pattern of hinged wings. Though unconfirmed, it is accepted that a 1,000 stand of arms was ordered, giving the 
company a bulk order to promote volume production.  

On issue to the 18th Hussars (cavalry) in 1861, they were kept on station in England until 1864 when they were returned to 
Pimlico for refurbishment, before being shipped to South Africa for issue to the Cape Mounted Rifles, who retained them until 
disbandment in 1870. A second model (if such it can be called) is identified mainly by the replacement of the front band and 
swivel, by a band without swivel, to eliminate damage to the leather carbine bucket. Cavalry usage dispensed with the use of 
the sling as they relied upon the ring of the saddle bar to retain the arm. All of these carbines were marked on the lock plate 
with a crown V R and date of 1860 or 1861. There is no indication that the War Office ever considered purchasing or issuing 
this arm in rifle form. It was superseded by the rapid advance of cartridge technology, and is not known to have been con-
verted to the use of the metallic cartridge.     Courtesy http://acgq.org.au/journals/Dec%202007%20Journal%20Pages%209-16.pdf  

         

Left; Daily Southern Cross, Rōrahi XIX, Putanga 1721, 24 Kohitātea  January 1863, Page 2    Courtesy National Library of NZ, Wellington. 
Right; Advert from the Hawkes Bay Almanac 1864 ‐65 


